Attendees at the SRLAAW meeting at WLA were asked to give input about stakeholder involvement in developing the final recommendations from Steering.

The following groups were identified as potential key stakeholders:

- Chapter 43 workgroup
- System boards
- System directors
- LD&L
- Counties
  - County board rep from library system boards
  - County administrators
  - It was discussed that systems are creatures of the counties. Each have their own character and interact with libraries in different ways. Some have oversight committee, some meet with the library directors regularly. We need to be sensitive about how this works in the counties, and the system directors should know: who would be good to serve, what concerns these specific people have. Keep providing assurance that they will be involved.
- Libraries
  - Library focus groups
- Legislature
  - May help to know what will “sell” and with local context

The following was input that was shared about what might be helpful to get any stakeholders up to speed with PLSR:

- Dependent on audience
- Don’t go too far into weeds with politicians
- Document that LD&L put together about cross-county. There could be a “PLSR up to now” -- ground we’ve covered and this is why we want you to be involved. Keep it condensed.
  - Simple graphic on the front, detail on the back.
  - Would be good for libraries to have, too.